The Ultimate
Resume Guide
Understanding what is being asked for in a resume is important
when you’re filling out one. Here’s some guidance as to what to
include, what to exclude, and how to brainstorm for your first
draft
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What is a resume?
A brief summary of your academic and work history
• Give employers a first impression of your professional
standards and talents. It provides a verbal picture of your
qualifications
• Answer these employer questions: What can you do for
me? How can you fill this job effectively? Why should I
talk to you?
A key part of your job search strategy
• You need to identify the features and benefits you must
attract the interest of an employer. Then carefully, and
with great thought, provide that information in a resume.
Get you more, high quality interviews — not a job!
A brief advertisement
• Resume writing is marketing — it’s that simple! Catch the
recruiter’s attention
• Market and highlight your most applicable skills and
abilities

Three Stages of
Developing A Resume

Ask yourself these questions:
• What are my successes?
• What experiences are most relevant to the targeted
• employer(s)?
• What are my strengths?
• What are some of my results and solutions?
• What are my best qualities?
Develop a comprehensive “brainstorm” list from the
above questions
• Highlight what makes you right for the job
• Emphasize your successes
• Focus not only on what you did, but how well
you did it.
• Include data wherever possible

Stage 1:
Brainstorming

Stage 2: Format

• Reverse Chronological format is best
• Present capabilities, transferable skills and
accomplishments in order of importance
• Select a format that best captures attention

• Yes, visual presentation matters
• In order to sell yourself as a professional,
you must “look” like a professional
• A well designed, concise, and easy-to-read
resume quickly sets you apart from other
job applicants

Stage 3:
Visual
Presentation

• Click here for a guide to better format
your resume
• Here are a few resume templates to get
you

Do’s And Don’ts Of
Writing A Resume

Do’s
• Present a clean, crisp, professional
format
• keep the layout simple, balanced, and
well-organized
• Format to ONE page only
• Maintain consistent indentation,
capitalization, font, style, tense, and
spacing
• Use boldface and/or italics for
important information
• Quantify accomplishments when
possible
• Avoid abbreviations

Things You Should Do And
Include In Your Resume

• Critique, proofread, and refine
• Center the body of text with one-inch
margins, if possible
• Research the company and tailor your
resume to the available job
• Do the thinking for the employer
• Use language that creates vivid word
pictures
• Include an objective only if it is written
specifically for the position you are
seeking

Don’ts
• Include personal information (i.e., SSN,
age, marital status)
• Include salary requirements and
demands for employment
• Use negative or neutral words or
phrases
• Use meaningless words or phrases
such as “seeking a challenging position”
• Use flashy graphics or print that is
difficult to read
• Exaggerate your experience

Things You Should Not
Include In Your Resume

• Round up your GPA, inconsistent with
normal convention
• Give complete addresses of your former
employers
• Begin phrases with “I” or use complete
sentences
• Use “References Available Upon
Request” — it takes up valuable space
and is assumed
• Use the passive voice
• Start phrases with “My responsibilities
included ...”

Helpful Hints
Draft, critique, proofread, refine
• Get at least three different people to
critique
• Proofread, proofread, and proofread
Make it quickly readable
• Uncluttered, with lots of white space
• No paragraphs over 3–4 sentences
• Use bullets to enhance reading ease
Strive for:
• Consistency
• Grammatical correctness
• Visual appeal

